Annotated Urban Environments:

Support for Runtime Independent Pattern of Life Behaviors

Annotated Urban Environments (AUE) support the
development of pattern of life behaviors. The AUE
allows third-party artificial intelligence (AI) middleware to generate pattern of life activity that can intelligently reason about the environment. There are
three components to TerraSim’s AUE support: the
new Export AUE node in TerraTools, the AUE API,
and the AUE Viewer.
The Export AUE node generates a description of
the urban environment that is independent of any
individual runtime and creates a rich set of derived
geospatial information not present in the original
source data. This information describes the spatial
relationships between aspects of the environment,
which allows users to create intelligent behaviors
based upon intrinsic spatial properties and userdefined object attribution.
The AUE API provides access to the urban environment information to allow third-party developers to
develop applications that create background entity
activity. The AUE Viewer allows users to view the
semantic and geometric data layers created by AUE
Exporter, which include derived data, such as sidewalks, road junctions, crosswalks, building use and
function attribution, and urban clutter.

How it Works

Pattern of life activity in VBS2 created using TerraSim’s AUE
API and Discovery Machine’s AI software

Marker locations for buildings from AUE API in VBS2

Key Features
»» Advanced middleware for developing integrated
pattern of life behavior
»» Independent of any runtime format
»» Correlated generation of AUE and all
supported simulation runtimes

The generation of any visual, constructive, or serious game runtime requires a set of geospatial source
data. Users first complete the standard TerraTools database preparation process to create an intermediate
representation, which is then used to create an AUE Spatial Organization file. The AUE file contains both
the geospatial source data elements and a variety of derived data layers and new feature attribution created
within TerraTools. The minimum geospatial source data layers required to construct an AUE are:
• road layer network with width attribution
• building footprint layer
• digital elevation model (DEM)
After creating the AUE Spatial Organization file, users can continue to export the intermediate database
representations into any visual, constructive, or serious game runtime format supported by TerraTools.
The AUE content is correlated with each of the
resulting runtimes.

AUE Process Flow Graph
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Annotated Urban Environment Software Product Components:
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Export AUE:
Create AUE Spatial Organization for Multiple Simulation Runtimes

Havok Vision
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VBS2 2.0

AUE API:
Middleware Access to Annotated Urban Environment Layers

Crosswalks
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OneSAF 6.0

Building Entrances

Sidewalks

AUE Viewer:
View Semantic and Geometric Information
- Interactive Display of Annotated Urban Environment Content
- Viewer Based on AUE API for Geometric and Thematic Display

AUE Layers for Downtown Pittsburgh database

Detail of AUE Layers for Downtown Pittsburgh
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